
Movies with Gifted Characters 

1. Harry Potter 

It's little wonder that gifted kids love Harry Potter. Harry Potter is a boy with qualities gifted kids possess or 

admire such as courage, loyalty, and honor. The Harry Potter stories also include themes that are important to 

gifted kids like love and friendship. Many gifted kids also identify with Harry, who doesn't quite fit in 

anywhere, who is different. He often feels alone and isolated and always struggles to do the right thing. He is 

smart, but he doesn't excel in school. It is possible to see many reflections of giftedness in the Harry Potter 

stories.  

2. E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial 

The possibility of extra-terrestrial life has intrigued people all for decades, if not for centuries. This movie is a 

story about that possibility. It is heartwarming and especially appealing to gifted children because of so many of 

them love fantasy and outer space. More than that, the story appeals to their empathy for others and also their 

sense of honor. Gifted kids will be engrossed by the story of two children's attempt to help E.T. get back home. 

3. Space Camp 

This is a must-see movie for any gifted kid who loves space. Just about every kind of gifted teen is depicted in 

this movie: the "brain," the kid who doesn't care, the girl who seems to dumb down.... They all manage to work 

together when the shuttle they're on actually blasts off into outer space!  

4. Matilda 

Matilda is a precocious little girl who has special abilities and whose parents don't understand her. It's no 

wonder, though: they are uncaring and pretty unethical characters, while Matilda is sensitive and moral. Matilda 

feels alone and is treated quite unkindly at the horrible school her parents send her to. Her only friend is her 

teacher. The story does have a happy ending! 

5. Harriet the Spy 

Harriet is a young girl who aspires to be a writer -- and a spy. She loves to write down her observations about 

life and people, including her best friends. Unfortunately for Harriet, her notebook ends up in the wrong hands 

and her friends learn all about the comments Harriet has written about them. Gifted kids will enjoy this movie 

for a number of reasons; for one, many of them are attracted to spy activities and many others like to write and 

keep journals. 

6. Little Man Tate 

The story of Little Man Tate is the story of a profoundly gifted little boy, his mother, and his search to be 

accepted for who he is. What is so interesting about this story is that it demonstrates that while gifted kids aren't 

walking brains, their intellectual needs can't be ignored. Tate's mother considers his emotions over his intellect 

while the director of Tate's new school considers his intellect over his emotions. It's not until the two come 

together that Tate finds real happiness. Many gifted kids will relate to what Tate has to go through. 

7. October Sky 

This movie is based on a true story, which makes it all the more inspiring. The kids in the story are from a very 

poor coal-mining town and whose futures are tied to coal-mining. But they have an interest in space and 
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rocketry and that interest is fostered and encouraged by one of their teachers. However, the movie is about more 

than just the boys and their interest in rocketry. It's a truly inspirational story about family, hope, faith, and 

perseverance in the face of all odds. One of the boys in the story eventually ended up as, among other things, an 

aerospace engineer for NASA. 

8. Willow 

This is a movie for the older kids, particularly those who love high fantasy (e.g. Lord of the Rings). There is an 

evil queen, a special child, fantastic creatures, and of course, a battle against good and evil -- all the ingredients 

of a good fantasy. The title character is played by Warwick Davis, who played Professor Flitwick in the Harry 

Potter movies. 

9. Billy Elliot 

Billy Elliot is a young boy whose father wants him to learn the manly sport of boxing, but who discovers a love 

and incredible talent for ballet. Billy loves for ballet makes him a misfit and creates a rift between him and his 

coal-miner, working class father. It's a story of love, perseverance, understanding and support. Gifted boys who 

are exceptionally sensitive will appreciate Billy' struggles -- even if they don't aspire to become ballet dancers. 

Any gifted sensitive boy who doesn't pursue the typical male pursuits, such as basketball and other sports, will 

no doubt relate to Billy. 

10. The Last Starfighter 

This story is about Alex, a boy who lives in a trailer part and who loves to play video games. He finds himself 

recruited to be a gunner by an alien defense force. What is wonderful about this story, aside from the sheer fun 

of space battles against good and evil, is the value of the recognition of ability and the hope it brings with it. 

Alex, after his space battles, knows he is destined for more than living out his life in his dreary trailer park. 

Books for Gifted Children 

Books for Children, Featuring Gifted Children-www.hoagiesgifted.org/featuring_gifted.htm 

1. Archibald Frisby 

This book is an easy reader that is sure to appeal to all gifted children, but particularly those who prefer to read 

a book during recess rather than play basketball. Archibald's idea of fun is to read and learn about science. His 

mother, however, worries about him and sends him to camp to have "real" fun. His fellow campers and his 

mother learn that science is fun.  

 2. Morris and Boris                                                                                                                                             

All the Morris and Boris books are wonderful for beginning readers. The books are full of word play as Morris 

the moose takes things much too literally to the constant exasperation of his friend Boris the bear. In one book, 

Morris and Boris go to the circus. Boris points to the main tent and tells Morris it is the "big top." Then he 

points to an elephant that is facing away from and says, "And that is ..." but he is interrupted by Morris, who 

finishes the sentence with "...the big bottom."  

3. Be a Perfect Person in Just Three Days! 

Parents of gifted perfectionists don't find the trait funny, but this book offers a humorous look at perfectionism. 

Milo begins his quest for perfection when a book called "Be a Perfect Person in Just Three Days" falls on his 

head in the library. He liked the idea of being perfect since he figured parents don't nag perfect children and 

sisters don't bug perfect brothers. Milo learns a lesson about being yourself. It's a good book to read with young 

perfectionists.  
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4. The Phantom Tollbooth 

Poor Milo sat bored in his room until he received a tollbooth, which took him on an adventure. He got involved 

in a war between words (Kingdom of Dictionopolis) and numbers (Kingdom of Digitopolis). Milo must help 

bring Princess Rhyme and the Princess Reason back from exile to deliver the kingdoms from chaos. They had 

been banished for declaring words and numbers to be equally important. The book is full of great puns. It's for 

more advanced readers, but the young ones will also get the giggles.  

 

5. The Adventures of Penrose the Mathematical Cat 

Gifted children as young as three will enjoy this book, especially those number lovers! The book consists of 

several vignettes, each on a different math topic. The stories have titles like "Penrose meets Fibonnacci Rabbit" 

and "Penrose discovers the mathematics of soap bubbles." The stories are short and end with a problem or 

activity based on the story's topic. School-age kids who don't like math may find that they actually like it and 

may finally understand why they need to learn it.  

 

6. The Number Devil 

What would we do without the number zero? This book answers that question and more in a fun and 

entertaining "novel" format! Robert hates math, but with the number devil as his guide, he learns all about 

mathematical principles. Kids who love math will enjoy this book and those who are not especially fond of 

math will look at it in a new way. How could they not with prime numbers known as "prima donnas," roots 

called "rutabagas,” and "unreasonable" irrational numbers?  

 

7. A Gebra Named Al 

The book is about a girl named Julie who hated algebra -- until she met Al the Gebra. Al takes Julie on a 

journey through the Land of Mathematics. Together with their Periodic horses, they encounter the Orders of 

Operations and Chemistrees that bear fruit resembling Bohr models. Supposedly for young adults, the math and 

science concepts in the book are fun and accessible to younger math and science lovers. The author, Wendy 

Isdell, wrote this book before she was in high school.  

 

8. A Wrinkle in Time 

This book is one of the all-time favorites of gifted children. And it's a small wonder since it has a little bit of 

everything -- time/space travel, a unique family, and the lesson that friendship and love are greater forces than 

those trying to destroy them. On the surface it is a coming of age story of a young girl, Meg, but it is also full of 

action.  

 

 9. Philosophy                                                                                                                                                     

This book gets mixed reviews. Although it's called a novel, its plot is pretty thin and the characters don't have 

much depth. However, it makes the history of philosophy and major philosophical thought accessible to 

teenagers (and adults). It is a good book for those older gifted children who ask deep questions about the 

meaning of life.  

 

10. The Gifted Kids Survival Guide for Ages 10 & Under 

Written with plenty of input from gifted children, this book can help young gifted children come to terms with 

their giftedness. These children often feel different and out of place. This book helps them understand why. It 

also helps them see they are not alone and explains how they can get along better with others.  
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11. The Great Brain Series 

The Great Brain, otherwise known as Tom Dennis, otherwise known as T.D., is a gifted boy rather reminiscent 

of Tom Sawyer, although probably a bit more of a young amateur con-artist than Tom was. T.D. is always 

scheming, trying to find new ways of getting money from people. However, he is more than just a budding con-

artist; he uses his intelligence to help his friends (and some adults) solve their problems and face their fears. 

Although he loves money, he loves people more. The books in this series are both humorous and exciting. 

12. Matilda 

Matilda is a young gifted girl with rather selfish parents who don't seem to care much about her and who 

certainly don't understand her. Matilda's parents put her in a horrible school run by a horrible headmistress, but 

where she finds understanding and acceptance in one of the teachers in the school. Like Roald Dahl's other 

books, such as [i]James and the Giant Peach[/i], the story has a happy resolution for the main character, in this 

case, Matilda. 

13. Harry Potter 

Does anyone not know about Harry Potter? For those unfamiliar with the series, Harry Potter is an orphaned 

who lives with his rather cruel aunt and uncle. He is also a wizard, but doesn't know it until he turns eleven, at 

which time he receives a notice of acceptance letter to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Harry then 

enters the world of magic, finds new friends and battles evil in the form of Lord Voldemort, the wizard who 

killed his parents and made him an orphan. The books grow darker as the series progresses, but they never 

completely leave behind the whimsy and humor of the first books. 

 

Animated Movies  

 Gifted children enjoy animated movies as much as other children do, but the one they like best are the ones that 

feature the characteristics they admire like loyalty, honor, friendship and courage. They also tend to feature 

gifted characters, like Belle in Beauty and the beast. Here are ten good movies that will appeal to gifted kids. 

Here are ten of the best animated movies for gifted children. 

1. Shrek and Shrek 2 

These hilarious movies are about the escapades of the lovable ogre Shrek. In the first movie, Shrek goes on a 

quest to rescue a princess. In the sequel, Shrek visits his in-laws, royalty, who aren't too happy with the idea of 

having an ogre for a son-in-law. The movie's themes are those that appeal to gifted children: friendship, 

acceptance of differences, loyalty, and honor. The satiric references to fairy tales make these movies enjoyable 

to the adults, while children love the characters and the story. The soundtrack of each movie is wonderful.  

2. Beauty and the Beast                                                                                                                          Belle, the 

beautiful daughter of an eccentric inventor, is not well understood by the people in her village. They think she is 

odd because she is always reading and dreaming of far-off places. They are concerned with outer appearances, 

while Belle, her father, and eventually the Beast, are more concerned with what is on the inside. Gifted children 

will be able to relate to the theme of feeling different and not fitting in. This movie has some serious moments, 

but also some very funny ones.      

3. Lion King 

Lion King is one of the best animated films ever made. It combines humor with serious themes, which is 

difficult to do well. Timon and Pumba provide much of the comic relief. Some sensitive gifted children may get 

upset when Simba's father dies, but it also introduces the idea of the circle of life, which parents can use to 

discuss the issues their children might have with life and death. The movie covers many favorite themes of 

gifted children: loyalty, friendship, and honor. It also covers issues of responsibility and forgiveness. The 

soundtrack and songs are excellent.  
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4. Mulan 

Mulan is a young Chinese girl who can't seem to do what she is supposed to do in order to bring honor to her 

family. She is too independent to be the kind of submissive woman that the matchmaker will accept as an 

acceptable bride. Feeling terribly out of place and ashamed, Mulan sneaks off to take her father's place in the 

Chinese army. Her intelligence, skill, and non-conformity help save China from the invading Mongols, which 

ends up bringing her family more honor than she could have brought them by becoming a submissive bride. 

Gifted kids will love Mulan's triumph and everyone will love the music.  

 

5. Brave Little Toaster 

Brave Little Toaster doesn't get the credit it deserves. It is about a toaster and his appliance friends who set off 

on a journey to find their young "master." They dwell in a vacation cottage, and when a "for sale" sign goes up 

in the front yard, they realize that their master and his family are never coming back. Some people focus on 

concepts of obsolescence and abandonment; the main themes of the movie are friendship, loyalty, and courage. 

Some children may be upset at the "nightmare" scene, but probably only those already afraid of clowns. The 

movie isn't as glitzy as some, but it is well worth watching.  

 

6. Great Mouse Detective 

The Great Mouse Detective is another underrated movie. The title character is Basil of Baker Street, the 

Sherlock Holmes of the mouse world. He is hired by a little girl mouse to find her father, who has been 

abducted by the evil Ratigan. Adults will enjoy the cute references to Sherlock Holmes, including the name 

Basil. (Basil Rathbone was the actor who played Sherlock in film of the 1940s.) Many gifted children enjoy 

mysteries, so they will enjoy this movie on that level. But they will also enjoy the story and the triumph of good 

over evil.  

 

7. An American Tail 

Fievel, a Jewish Russian mouse, and his family emigrate to America after their village is burned, but then tire of 

their life running and hiding from cats in New York City. Tricked with many other mice by cats who convince 

them that there are no cats in the west, Fievel and his family begin a trip out west, but on the way Fievel gets 

lost. The story then covers Fievel's attempts to reunite with his family and save them and the rest of the mice 

from the unscrupulous cats who plan to eat them. Fievel is joined by a mouse-loving vegetarian cat. This 

movie's themes of friendship, family and courage appeal to gifted kids.  

 

8. Robots 

This story just about has it all: being different, pursuing dreams, finding courage, friendship, and loyalty. 

Rodney is a robot who has dreams of inventing things and making the world a better place. He travels to the big 

city to meet his idol, a master inventor, but discovers that his idol has retired and his business is being run by a 

slick robot, who plots to eliminate older model robots by stopping the production of spare parts. Many of these 

robots include his new-found friends. Rodney leads them on a quest to get the factory back on track and save 

the lives of robots who couldn't exist without spare parts.  

 

 9. Hercules                                                                                                                                                                  

Hercules is a movie that explores what it means to be a real hero. Hercules, the son of Zeus, is made part mortal 

by Hades, god of the underworld. He learns that the only way to regain his status as a full god is to become a 

hero. He undergoes "hero training," and then does a great deal of rescuing and saving, but it's not until he is 

willing to sacrifice his life for another that he becomes a hero and is once again allowed on Mount Olympus. 
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The whole family will love the story and the music, and the kids will appreciate the themes of love and 

sacrifice.  

10. Rescuers 

Bernard and Miss Bianca are two mice from the International Rescue Aid Society, a strictly mouse 

organization. They are assigned the job of rescuing Penny, an orphan girl who was adopted by the evil Medusa. 

Medusa did not care about Penny; she just planned to use her to get the Devil's Eye Diamond. Although some 

sensitive children might be upset with Penny's fate as an orphan and worry that similar fates could await other 

orphans, they will still, along with most other kids, delight in the defeat of Medusa and the adoption of Penny 

by a loving family. 

 

Additional resources can be found at:  

Books for Children, Featuring Gifted Children by Linda Silverman, Ph.D. 

http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/featuring_gifted.htm 
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